
vanGO®
Cost-effective, counterfeit-resistant security
features that can be issued immediately

vanGO®
One-2-One™  
Personalized 
Security



HID Global’s vanGO technology includes a portfolio 
of One-2-One visual security offerings that enable 
you to create personalized IDs that immediately 
validate the identity of the cardholder at the time 
of card issuance. 

vanGO allows you to increase the visual security  
of your cards by engraving the cardholder’s 
unique image on to a special metallic patch that is  
hot-stamped on each card as it is issued.

This One-2-One personalization process creates 
a more tamper-proof solution that makes it 
difficult to counterfeit the card and enables the 
cardholder’s identity to be quickly validated 
without special training or tools.  

With several different card, hardware and software 
options available, designing the right solution for 
your organization is easy. HID Global’s vanGO is 
a total solution consisting of cards, hardware and 
software that work together to create a simple, 
secure, and cost-effective system.

vanGO®
A Family of One-2-One™ Personalized Visual Security Features

The vanGO metallic patch enables you to: 

 � Produce IDs that are virtually counterfeit-
resistant, especially when combined with 
other visual features, such as holograms or 
microimages

 � Generate truly personalized IDs as they are 
issued 

 � Ideal for visual credential examination and 
indispensable for inspection when electronic 
readers or access to databases are absent

 � Create crisp, clear images

 � Implement high-security, card-personalization 
features at a lower total cost of ownership



Personalized Security  
When and Where You Need It
The vanGO family of One-2-One visual security 
features include vanGO, an off-the-shelf solution, 
and vanGO Custom, a customized version that 
can be adjusted to meet your specific security 
needs.  

vanGO

Cards hot-stamped with the vanGO patch are 
the perfect solution for organizations looking 
to increase the security of their card issuance 
programs quickly and affordably.  Using the same 
durable and debris-free UltraCard® Premium 
cards sold by HID today, the vanGO patch can be 
hot-stamped to the surface of the card and then 
written with the cardholder’s image using the 
FARGO® HDP8500 printer and the HDP8500LW 
module to produce a tamper-proof, counterfeit-
resistant, and easily verifiable ID in a matter of 
minutes. 

vanGO is available as an off-the-shelf offering and 
comes in a single configuration which allows the 
feature to be very cost-effective.  

vanGO Custom

For customers requiring a solution that is more 
tailored to their application, HID Global offers 
vanGO Custom. vanGO Custom can be hot-stamped 
on to PVC composite cards containing features 
such as magnetic stripe, pre-printed information, 
or embedded technologies, such as Seos®. In 
addition the shape and location of the patch can 
be customized to fit your specific needs (e.g., a 
triangle in the lower left-hand corner of the card) 
and/or additional visual security features can be 
added to the card (e.g., a hologram surrounding 
the patch itself). 

vanGO Custom enables the creation of a premiere 
solution that can be customized to fit your 
specific requirements.

Building High-Quality, Visually-Rich ID Credentials

This powerful family of HID Global products 
can be purchased as a system or as individual 
components, depending upon your needs. Now 
you can produce personalized IDs in just minutes, 
whenever, wherever you need them. 

To create your own vanGO One-2-One 
personalization solution, you may require the 
following HID Global products: 

 � The FARGO® HDP8500 high-definition, 
industrial grade printer 

 � The FARGO HDP8500LW module that works 
together with the printer to create One-2-One 
personalized images 

 � Asure® ID 7.6 card software to create 
templates for placement of your vanGO 
patch on the card

Building secure and trustworthy credentials are 
of significant importance in most identity card 
programs. HID Global’s vanGO One-2-One visual 
security features enable you to create a custom 
solution with premiere counterfeit resistance that is 
easy to use and has a total lower cost of ownership 
than other leading visual security options.
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